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THINGS	ARE	NOT	AS	THEY	SEEM:	SEALED!	
Revelation 7:1-17 

Prayer…


Last week ended on a “to be continued.”


	 John invited us to see what he saw


	 	 as the Lamb began to open up the seals on the scroll


	 	 	 that contains God’s redemptive plan for history.


As each seal was opened


	 we heard the 4 living creatures praying,


	 	 “Come! Your Kingdom come! Build Your Kingdom here!”


	 	 	 


At the same time,


	 whenever God’s Kingdom breaks into our world


	 	 it is met with resistance;


	 	 	 there is a clashing of kingdoms.


	 	 	 	 This clash is represented in the 4 horsemen 


	 	 	 	 	 of Revelation 6.


We also heard the prayerful laments of the martyrs 


	 who asked “How long?” before God’s Kingdom 
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	 	 would be fully realized.


And we heard that more violence and injustice had to happen still


	 in order to provide ample opportunity


	 	 to respond to the Lamb’s invitation,


	 	 	 and follow him.


Then we hit chapter 7


	 which is a bit of an interlude


	 	 dividing the 6 seals from the 7th.


But it is a crucial


	 and significant interlude. 


Darrell Johnson points out


	 that we need to remember that John is a Pastor.


	 	 Certainly he is a prophet and an apocalyptic one at that,


	 	 	 but he is writing down this vision of Christ’s unveiling


	 	 	 	 so that he might encourage his fellow disciples


	 	 	 	 	 to maintain their faith in Jesus


	 	 	 	 	 	 even in the face of tribulation; 
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	 	 	 	 	 	 persecution; the clashing of kingdoms. 
1

Chapter 7 provides that encouragement


	 which is needed before we complete the 7th seal


	 	 (and everything that follows).


As we unpack this chapter


	 we’ll first explore the 2 Scenes that describe the People of God:


	 	 1) Fullness of Israel (vv. 4-8) 


	 	 2) A Great Multitude (vv. 9-12) 


Then we’ll ask


	 what does it mean to be sealed (v. 2)?


	 	 And finish off with what this seal of God is (v. 2).


GOD’S PEOPLE: 2 SCENES 

We have two different scenes


	 that describe God’s People: vv. 4-8 & vv. 9-12.


After John sees the first 6 seals opened,


	 he then sees four angels standing at the four corners of the earth


 Darrell W. Johnson. Discipleship on the Edge. (Vancouver: Regent College Publishing, 2004), 179.1
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	 	 holding back the four winds of the earth.


We’ve explored already the idea of the number 4 


	 relating to creation


	 	 and here we find it in full force.


Another angel appears


	 with the seal of the living God


and calling out “Do not harm the earth or the sea or the 

trees, until we have sealed the servants of our God on their 

foreheads.” (v. 3) 

We’ll come back to the idea of the seal


	 but in verse 3 we hear that creation is not to be harmed.


Darrell Johnson says,


“Four angels at the four corners of the earth holding back the four 

winds…the number four is to take us back to the breaking of the 

first four seals, which bring on the riding of the four horsemen. The 

four winds and the four horsemen represent the same reality — 

forces rising up against the in-breaking kingdom of God. In the 

prophet Zechariah, which John has in mind here, the four horses are 

identified with the four winds (6:1-8). In Revelation it is revealed to 
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John, and to us, that those four winds/horsemen cannot blow/ride 

until the ‘servants of our God’ have been sealed.” (Johnson. 183).


Here we have proof


	 that the One on the throne is in control.


	 	 Though God does not keep his People from every harm


	 	 	 He delays the ultimate blow 


	 	 	 	 (His Kingdom come in full force)


	 	 	 	 	 until His servants have been sealed.


Even the resistance to God’s Kingdom coming


	 can only resist so far!


This launches us into the first scene


	 where John hears the number of the sealed, 144,000, sealed from  

every tribe of the sons of Israel… (v. 4).


So far we know that numbers are heavily symbolic in Revelation.


	 The size of the number should not make this any less true.


John breaks out for us a description of the 12 tribes,


	 each with 12,000 in number.


	 	 12 X 12,000 = 144,000.
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	 	 	 This is an apocalyptic way of saying, 


	 	 	 	 “a very, very big number.”


We hear Jesus use similar language,


	 when Peter asks, “How many times should I forgive? Maybe 7?”


	 	 Jesus replies, not seven, but seventy times seven. 
2

There are some who interpret Revelation


	 to imply there are literally only 144,000 who will be saved


	 	 (Jehova Witnesses are known to teach this theology).


	 	 	 Unfortunately they haven’t grasped the purpose


	 	 	 	 of apocalyptic literature: to stir our imaginations;


	 	 	 	 	 to make known truths unfamiliar enough 


	 	 	 	 	 	 that we are able to appreciate them 


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 after hearing them taught regularly


So the 144,000 mentioned here in Revelation 7


	 is the full amount of God’s People.


	 	 12 Tribes of Israel X 12 Apostles of Jesus = 144.


	 	 	 144 X 10 X 10 again X 10 again = you get the idea.


 Matthew 18:21-22.2
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	 	 	 	 God’s People is a large group!


A question though, is the specifics around the sons of Israel.


	 Does this mean that God’s People is ethnically, exclusively, Jewish?


	 	 John doesn’t think so. 


Genealogies are very important in Scripture.


	 Recording them accurately was extremely important 


	 	 in the first century,


	 	 	 so why does John record it wrong?


First, he lists Judah first.


	 Reuben was the first born of Jacob 


	 	 and is typically listed first in every other listing of the Tribes.


But the Messiah comes from the tribe of Judah,


	 so John is drawing theological weight by starting with Judah.


John also omits one tribe


	 and replaces it with another.


	 	 The sixth in the list is Manasseh. 
3

 Genesis 41:51 footnote: “Manasseh sounds like the Hebrew for making to forget.” 3
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	 	 	 Manasseh replaces Dan in John’s list.


But Manasseh wasn’t a son of Jacob,


	 he was a son of Joseph,


	 	 whom Jacob claims as his own  
4

	 	 	 as a sign of hope out of the trauma of Joseph’s story. 
5

Manasseh was one of Joseph’s sons


	 who was born to him in Egypt,


	 	 before he was reunited with his brothers.


	 	 	 Manasseh was Egyptian (making him Gentile).


Within the 12 Tribes of Israel,


	 John sneaks in a Gentile representative,


	 	 which connects us with the second scene which is coming up.


But John focuses our attention on the fact


	 that these are the sons of Israel.


	 	 This first scene is particularly Jewish


	 	 	 because in it we find the fulfillment 


	 	 	 	 of the promise to Abraham,


 Genesis 48:1-6.4

 Genesis 37-48.5
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	 	 to make him into a great nation that is blessed


	 	 	 so that he (they) might be a blessing


	 	 	 	 through which all peoples on earth  

will be blessed. 
6

God’s calling of Abraham


	 (being passed down throughout his descendants - Israel)


	 	 was always to receive blessing from God


	 	 	 in order to be a blessing to all peoples.


We see this very reality 


	 in John’s listing of the Tribes.


Gentiles have been blessed by Israel


	 and included in God’s Family.


	 	 John describes for us a new Israel. 


We’ll return to these 12 Tribes later in Revelation 21


	 which helps us understand that this new Israel 


	 	 has fulfilled its purpose of blessing the nations.


In Revelation 21 we see the New Jerusalem 


 Genesis 12:1-3.6
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	 coming down out of heaven. 


	 	 It has high walls, with 12 gates…


	 	 	 and on the gates the names of the 12 tribes of Israel.


And coming in and out of the New Jerusalem


	 are all people!


	 	 Every nation, culture, language comes to the Messiah!


Darrell Johnson states,


“Israel’s reason for being has been fulfilled! The nations are coming to 

the Messiah! The nations, the Gentiles, are now numbered as the 

tribes of Israel. It is not so much that Israel has been replaced. It is 

rather the Israel’s national boundaries have been abolished.”  7

Now the second scene 


	 (which doesn’t take as much explaining)


	 	 emphasizes this reality all the more.


Much like the vision of the throne room


	 we have the same pattern:


	 	 John hears the number of the sealed…(first scene)


	 	 	 then looks and behold (pay attention)! (second scene)


	 	 	 	 A GREAT MULTITUDE from every nation, 

 (Johnson, 185).7
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from all tribes and peoples and languages.


Jewish John hears God’s People


	 (naturally framed within the Jewish vision of the 12 Tribes of Israel)


	 	 and what he sees is a multicultural, multiethnic multitude


	 	 	 that is too big to count!


They all stand before the Lamb, 

clothed in white (they’re made pure)


	 	 with palm branches in their hands


	 	        (are you reminded of Jesus’ triumphal entry in Jerusalem?)


Only this time, 


	 the crowd doesn’t declare Hosanna (save!)


	 	 rather they cry out Salvation belongs to our God… 

and to the Lamb!


	 	 	 	 The rescue has already happened,


	 	 	 	 	 and is now a declaration to all the earth!


And this causes more complete, perfect praise


	 in the throne room of heaven


	 	 as living creatures, elders, angels
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	 	 	 bow down and praise God forever!


SEALED! 

So we have these two images


	 describing God’s People from two different perspectives:


	 	 the fulfillment of Israel’s first covenant with God


	 	 	 and the final result of a multicultural Family.


All of whom are united as servants of God/Lamb


	 and have God’s seal on their foreheads (v. 3).


What does it mean to be sealed (v. 2)?


	 The word John uses for servant literally means bond-servant.


	 	 In the first-century, it was not uncommon to brand slaves


	 	 	 so that others would know who they belonged to.


These 144,000 - the People of God; new Israel;


	 are servants of the Lamb.


	 	 They are not their own. They have been bought at a price. 
8

	 	 	 But it’s also a hopeful image


 1 Corinthians 6:20.8
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	 	 	 	 in that no matter what tribulation 


	 	 	 	 	 God’s People experience, 


	 	 	 	 	 	 nothing can snatch us away 


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 from the Lamb. We are His.


Now this image of a seal on the forehead


	 is found elsewhere in Ezekiel 9,


	 	 where executioners are standing by 


	 	 	 to enter the rebellious city to bring judgment


	 	 	 	 but must leave those who have the mark 


	 	 	 	 	 on their forehead. 
9

Ezekiel 9 has its roots in Exodus 19


	 where the Jews were passed-over by the angel of death


	 	 because they painted the blood of a sacrificed lamb


	 	 	 on their window and door frames.


To be sealed is an act of faith;


	 faith that God will bring justice;


	 	 faith that His seal will protect us


	 	 	 when that justice comes.


When the Kingdom comes


	 and God requires everyone to give an account,


 Ezekiel 9:6.9
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	 	 those who are sealed with God’s seal


	 	 	 will be seen in light of the Lamb’s life.


This is why the Christian faith is not about our ability to perform


	 because we can never be good enough


	 	 to satisfy God’s need for justice — sin runs too deep for that.


	 	 	 But Jesus could satisfy it


	 	 	 	 because His radical love runs deep enough.


	 	 	 	 	 He did do it on our behalf!


It is this very reality


	 that causes this seal to enable faith. 


	 	 Disciples of the Lamb are able to face tribulation


	 	 	 with even more faith,


	 	 	 	 because they know salvation 


	 	 	 	 	 is not based on their obedience 


	 	 	 	 	 	 but on the Lamb’s.


They know their robes are white already


	 because of the Lamb’s blood, not their own (v. 14).


	 	 So when the clash of kingdoms happens


	 	 	 and we feel that tension — that friction between lifestyles 


	 	 	 	 — we can respond in faith


	 	 	 	 	 that at the end of the day, 
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	 	 	 	 	 	 it’s not about our ability to behave 


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 one way or another,


	 	 	 	 	 	 	          but on what Jesus has done.


So what is this seal of God (v. 2),


	 and how why does it matter for us today?


	 	 This is our last section and where we’ll finish.


John doesn’t give us the answer to this question in Chapter 7


	 but he does unpack it for us in Chapter 14:


Then I looked, and behold, on Mount Zion stood the Lamb, 

and with him 144, 000 who had his name and his Father’s 

name written on their foreheads (14:1).


The seal is the very name of God & the Lamb.


	 Darrell Johnson makes the comment,


“To have a name written on oneself is to have a character, or a 

personality, imprinted into one’s being.”  10

Those who follow the Lamb —


 (Johnson, 188).10
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	 who have his name written upon their hearts and minds —


	 	 have the very character of the Lamb;


	 	 	 it is etched into the fabric of their being.


The image of it being on the forehead


	 means it is fully visible,


	 	 for the whole world to see.


Yes, when people see us,


	 they will see our brokenness


	 	 and many will call out “hypocrite!” 


	 	 	 This is the reality of clashing kingdoms.


But how we respond to such tension —


	 when we respond with grace and compassion,


	 	 mercy and radical love —


	 	 	 they will also see the Lamb and his Father.


Paul knows of this seal as well,


	 and he describes it as the Holy Spirit of God.  11

	 	 The Holy Spirit of God is the very life of God


 Eph 1:13; 4:30; 2 Cor 1:12.11
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	 	 	 and is the One responsible for regenerating 


	 	 	 	 God’s character into our sinful nature;


	 	 	 	 	 making us more and more like the Lamb.


It is the Holy Spirit who enables us 


	 not to compromise when the pressure of conformity intensifies.


	 	 It is the Holy Spirit who enables us to go through the tension


	 	 	 and keep the faith.


If you follow Jesus,


	 know that you have been sealed.


This is hopeful for us


	 because in the face of post-modernity


	 	 which declares truth to be relative,


	 	 	 we have God’s character ingrained in us


	 	 	 	 to keep the faith that there is The Truth


	 	 	 	 	 and his Name is Jesus.


It’s hopeful 


	 because in the face of persecution


	 	 (of being declared bigots, hypocrites, unloving, judgmental)


	 	 	 we know we are broken people,


	 	 	 	 but we are not defined by that brokenness. 
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While we were still sinners, Christ died for us.  12

	 Even if there is truth in those accusations


	 	 we know we are works in progress


	 	 	 and are sealed with the One who is working 


	 	 	 	 God’s character into the fabric of our being.


This is how John ends Chapter 7.


	 We have the cosmos rattling moment


	 	 as 6 seals are opened


	 	 	 and we expect the 7th to come,


	 	 	 	 and for God’s Kingdom to bring everything 


	 	 	 	 	 into order (which is an uncomfortable thought 


	 	 	 	 	 	 for those who live while sin is present).


But instead,


	 John gives us this interlude


	 	 where we have the Church - God’s People -


	 	 	 multicultural, sealed and works in progress.


And he finishes with a hopeful vision:


 Romans 5:8.12
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16 “They shall hunger no more, neither thirst anymore… 17 For 

the Lamb in the midst of the throne will be their shepherd, and 

he will guide them to springs of living water, and God will wipe 

away every tear from their eyes.”


The Church is described in the present,


	 but also given this picture of shalom to anticipate.


	 	 The Lamb is guiding and moving us toward this shalom.


	 	 	 We need to keep this image in mind,


	 	 	 	 because we’ll need it as we read what comes next. 


Let’s Pray.


